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This article deals with an unknown mathematical manuscript to be found in the Recueil Original of the man-
uscript of the Pensées. I give a technical description of the original manuscript, followed by a mathematical
analysis of the proposition proved by Pascal. The interest of this study lies in the fact that this theorem is
the only handwritten draft remaining in Pascal’s mathematical works.
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Résumé
Cet article présente un manuscrit méconnu appartenant au Recueil original des Pensées de Pascal. Il propose
la description diplomatique du document original, suivie de l’analyse mathématique de la proposition démon-
trée par Pascal. L’intérêt majeur de cette étude réside dans le fait que ce théorème est le seul document manus-
crit subsistant dans l’oeuvre mathématique de Pascal.
 2010 Published by Elsevier Inc.
Keywords: Pascal; Pensées; Manuscript; IndivisiblesVery little is known concerning the genesis of Blaise Pascal’s mathematical output. No
manuscripts or drafts in this field have come down to us. There is nothing left of the com-
plete Opus on conics, except for a copy of the Generatio conisectionum kept in the Leibniz
papers. The same applies to the Introduction à la géométrie. As to the Triangle arithmétique
and the Lettres de A. Dettonville, the manuscripts were destroyed once the printing was
done, as was then the rule.1 The only information available to us regarding the géométrie
du hasard and on the matters brought up by Dettonville is that to be found in the Pascal
correspondences with Fermat, Sluse, and Christiaan Huygens. All this sums up to very little
indeed, especially when compared to the wealth of the Huygens or Leibniz papers. As a
result the genesis of Pascal’s mathematical work is still shrouded in mystery. Thanks to0315-0860/$ - see front matter  2010 Published by Elsevier Inc.
doi:10.1016/j.hm.2009.11.008
1 The references that follow refer to Pascal’s uvres Complètes in the edition made by Jean
Mesnard [Pascal, 1964–1992]. The Lettres de A. Dettonville are to be found in Vol. IV and the
Triangle arithmétique in Vol. II.
504 D. DescotesErnest Coumet’s study, now a classic, we know today the intellectual background that led
Pascal to the calcul des parties, but that does not inform us as to the steps leading him to his
géométrie du hasard.2 Given this dearth of original documents, it is difficult to see how we
could go any further. This lack of archives is most regrettable in Pascal’s case, as shown by
the results achieved in the last fifty years on the manuscript of the Pensées, which prove just
how much the study of Pascal’s method of invention and composition contributes to the
understanding of the workings of his creative genius.
And yet there exists in the Recueil original of the manuscript of the Pensées (Fds. Fr. 9202),
currently in the Bibliothèque Nationale de France, a page that can shed valuable light on how
Pascal went about his mathematical work. To our knowledge, this page has so far never been
subjected to study of any sort. It has even gone almost unnoticed, probably because of the lack
of communication that prevails between historians of literature and historians of science.
Either side has its share of blame. On one hand, essentially engrossed in the origins of integral
calculus, the historians of science did not think it useful to extend their search to Pascal’s apol-
ogetics. On the other hand, the editors of the Pensées, primarily interested in religious and lit-
erary matters, did not see it fit to include in their publications a document that did not belong
with texts on imagination, the trois ordres, or the divertissement. The disclosure of this
unknown theorem is a case in point, demonstrating to what extent the cleavage between
the different disciplines can impair insight into the works under study, and what can be lost
by keeping strictly within the bounds of a given speciality.1. Presentation of the document
Before the document’s contents are considered, a few words must be said about its mate-
rial aspect. It is to be found on page 410 of the Recueil Original of the Pensées. Pol Ernst,
who has submitted to close study the material characteristics of the Pensées manuscripts,
identifies the paper as a filigrane paper watermarked with the arms of “Loménie de
Brienne.” Given that this type of paper does not belong to the main categories identified
in the manuscript, it does not lend itself even to a relative dating, as can be done if the paper
is of a type frequently encountered in the Recueil Original.3 All that may be said is that the
paper was obviously put to a second use. In other words, both sides of the leaf were used,
but for different purposes and most likely at different dates. This is not the only such occur-
rence in the Pensées manuscript. For instance, on the back of an attached fragment of page
123 can be found geometrical diagrams as yet never interpreted (Fig. 1).
Concerning our document, the most likely hypothesis is that Pascal first used one side of
the leaf for a mathematical demonstration. He then put it aside and used the other side at a
later date, to jot down thoughts of a religious nature. On this second side, corresponding to
the page numbered 409 in the Recueil Original, feature several “fragments” that are visibly
preparatory notes for the polemic against the Jesuits: these texts are denoted Laf. 965–966
in the Louis Lafuma editions, and Sel. 799 in the Philippe Sellier4 edition. The sheet was2 Coumet [1965; 1970].
3 Ernst [1996, p. 268] for the description of the paper, and Ernst [1996, pp. 350–351, Plate II].
4 [Pascal, 1951, 2000]. Regarding the texts, both adhere strictly to the original manuscript, but in
different order. The Lafuma edition follows the order of the copy called C1 (BNF, Fds Fr. 9203),
whereas the Sellier edition follows the copy called C2 (BNF, Fds. Fr. 12449). On these documents,
see Mesnard [1971]. I will refer to the fragments and not to the pages of the Pensées, following the
usual way among scholars of Pascal.
Fig. 1. Geometrical diagrams (Recueil original), BnF.
An unknown theorem by Pascal 505glued, as were all the other sheets, into the Recueil folio, in such a way as to leave the notes
against the Jesuits uppermost. This page is reproduced in Fig. 2.
The meaning of each of the notes has not yet been fully elucidated, but the overall mean-
ing is clear: Pascal is assailing the Jesuits, deploring their decadence and the loss of the
Order’s founding ideals, as well as their lack of true religious feeling, which is made obvious
by the proliferation of casuists in the Church. Visibly, these notes were intended to be the
nucleus of a polemical text.
The state of the paper and the way it was glued to the page in the Recueil Original
deserve brief preliminary study. It shows traces of wear, and it would seem that some parts
have been stuck down, although this cannot be ascertained. One can make out in the bot-
tom left of page 409, that a triangular hole cut into the page has been stopped up with a
small glued piece of paper, also visible on the other side, page 410.
The sheet occupies nearly all of page 409, on which it has been glued down. In order to
use all the available space, smaller pieces of paper have been stuck on the bottom of the
page, where a little room remained. These are the fragments Laf. 185, Sel. 217; Laf. 334,
Sel. 366; Laf. 172, Sel. 203; and Laf. 824, Sel. 665. However, we need not take them into con-
sideration, as nothing links them to the main paper undergoing study, their presence being
entirely due to random gluing.
The first thing to be said is that the large sheet was cut out previous to being glued into
the book. The bottom right side of page 409, which must have borne text as yet not iden-
tified, was separated from the rest by a snip of the scissors. This is shown by the top of a
loop belonging to an “l” or a “b” just visible above the paper edge (Fig. 3).
The cut-off piece does not seem to have been kept. In all likelihood the cutting out was
done by Pascal himself. If someone else had done it, they would not have taken the initiative
to remove and destroy a piece of manuscript bearing an original Pascal text. It was thus
Pascal in person who cut out the sheet, probably with a mind to filing it for later use. This
is an important detail, as can be seen by turning over the page. The other side of the sheet is
visible on page 410. The writing is upside down, as Pascal did not bother to use the back the
same way round. For the sake of convenience, the reproduction is turned round (Fig. 4).
Fig. 2. Recueil original, p. 409, BnF.
506 D. DescotesThe reader unfamiliar with the Recueil Original of the Pensées may wonder how once the
sheet is stuck down in the book with the anti-Jesuit jottings facing up, the other side can
still be visible. This is frequently the case in the Recueil: when the compiler came across
a sheet used on both sides by Pascal, before gluing it down, he would cut out suitably-
Fig. 3. Recueil original, p. 409. Detail.
An unknown theorem by Pascal 507shaped windows allowing the bottom side to show through. A good number of fragments
written on the back of pieces of paper have been saved by this ingenious process. For
instance, this is the case of the famous fragment Laf. 60, Sel. 94–Laf. 96, Sel. 111, concerning
“l’économie du monde,” in the bundle Misère.5
Here the scissor stroke depriving us of a fragment of Jansenist polemics on the page 409
side at the same time deprives us of over half the statement of a geometrical theorem to be
found at the top of the paper visible through the window on page 410, which at first sight
makes it impossible to understand.
Yet there is a good side to this fateful scissor stroke. Above, we said it could only have
been made by Pascal himself. In this case, it dates the mathematical demonstration as pre-
vious to the polemical notes of page 409. It does indeed seem most unlikely that after hav-
ing written his demonstration, Pascal should wittingly amputate it to cut out an older note
figuring on the other side. In other words, the mathematical side of the sheet no longer
interested him; it follows that the mathematical side is anterior to the religious side. We
shall see further that this has bearing on the meaning of the mathematical text.
But we have not yet exhausted the material analysis of the paper. Nothing proves the
paper was only cut out once. The chances are that it was cut twice. Indeed, it seems obvious
that after Pascal’s death a second cutting out was done. When the Recueil original was com-
piled, all the fragments discovered in his files were glued into folios, before being fused into
a single volume. One can see that just about in the middle of the leaf, two deep indents were
cut into the left and right sides. This sort of cutting out occurs on other pages of the man-
uscript of the Pensées, and was probably done to reduce the weight of the volume. It is fre-
quently marked by crosses showing the blank parts to be cut out. These indents always
respect the text and only remove blank areas. It is only after this second cutting that the
leaf was glued into one of the folios that are folded up in a booklet, the 34th one. But
the very way the leaf was glued onto the page has yet more surprises in store for us. At first
sight, it would seem that some of the trimming of our mathematical text could be ascribed
to the gluing process itself. The problem with gluing is that it most often entails loss. A leaf,
to be pasted to the page of a book, must be glued along at least some of its edge, which is
then unavoidably hidden by the supporting paper. It thus would appear that the incomplete
state of some of the mathematical expressions can be put down to the fact that the person
doing the compiling considered the fragments of religious polemics more important than a
geometrical proposition already partly mutilated.
But in the present case, this easy deduction happens to be wrong, for the simple but
somewhat paradoxical reason that the sticking down of the leaf was done without gluing5 When these “windows” do not exist, the papers must be physically unstuck from the supporting
folio, a highly delicate operation very seldom authorized. However, recent research has allowed the
rediscovery of texts hitherto hidden by windowless gluing, thanks to very high-definition
photography of the manuscript. See Descotes and Proust [2008].
Fig. 4. Recueil original, p. 410, BnF. Edited text.
508 D. Descotesits edge. On the page 409 side as on the page 410 side, the inserted paper scarcely overlaps
the supporting paper and in places does not overlap at all. There is even in several places an
actual gap between the edge of the leaf and the support, as can be ascertained by holding
the page up to the light. But these gaps are not holes: one cannot see through them, because
they are stopped up with a very thin layer of paper. A translucent and almost invisible tis-
An unknown theorem by Pascal 509sue paper holds the leaf to its support. Craftsmen would use such paper to make nearly
undetectable inserts, even trimming off any excess width. The almost perfect result will
go unnoticed except to an expert eye.6 Thus, the losses incurred by the mathematical text
are due not to the sticking process but to the successive trimmings of the paper. The com-
piler was certainly instructed to keep as much as possible of both sides of the sheet, but as
the initial proposition had already suffered at the hands of the author, he felt free to partly
trim off the mathematical part.
Here is the literal transcription of the text on page 410, crossed-out parts included.76 This information was provided by Madame Marie-Laure Prévost, chief Curator of the Manuscript
Dept at the BNF, to whom I am most grateful.
7 In my edition, I have transcribed “rne autour,” since “rne” seems to be the last letters of the word
« tourné », which matches the word « autour » coming just after.
510 D. DescotesMost transcriptions done by ordinary editorial standards would not include the crossed-
out parts, thus losing the trace of the text’s genesis and a lot of its interest. We include them
as they help to clarify our account.Donc si on
que BG est égal à ba. E
Je dis
par le triligne g
du même triligne AG
celui du même triligne de mêm(e)Donc . . . Comme GH est au solide autour de AF, plus à 2 solide autour de BE
An unknown theorem by Pascal 5112. Study of the manuscript
The text has undergone severe deterioration, which makes it difficult to decipher. The
mutilation of the theorem’s initial statement leaves us with only half of the theorem, which
is mathematically unsatisfactory. Further down, in the lower left part of the demonstration
about halfway down the page, not only have several symbolical formulae been crossed out
by the author, but the ink has been almost totally erased. Yet they would have been vital to
the understanding and interpretation of the piece. What is more, besides the mutilations, all
the crossing-out and the disarray of the formulae seem to make deciphering risky or even
impossible.
The historian of mathematics might be tempted to file this document along with the hope-
less cases. But he would be wrong. A preliminary philological analysis proves that the manu-
script’s disarray is only apparent, and that on the contrary it is perfectly well laid out.
Let us begin with its formal layout.
The page’s organization is characteristic of Pascal’s compositional method as encountered
throughout the Pensées manuscript. The text is laid out in such a way as to make the demonstra-
tion’s object and structure perfectly clear. The proposition’s statement, partly mutilated but
apparently free of any corrections, is placed at the top of the page. Well to the left of the state-
ment, the figure commands a wide margin left for possible sums and corrections. These margins
are known to be typical of the way Pascal sets out his work. Below the general statement, we find
the instanced statement, in other words the ecthesis, treating of the comparison between several
geometrical solids. Visibly, the work was done in two successive steps. A first writing out of the
statement was immediately crossed out, before even being finished. A little lower down, Pascal
wrote it out a second time, which proved satisfactory, since it was not crossed out. Finally, at the
bottom of the paper, after the demonstration, Pascal began a lemma, which he left unfinished,
and then crossed out and abandoned it.
The organization of the section embodying the demonstration is very instructive. In the
upper crossed-out part, an oblique stroke separates the two main sections, each devoted to
a different solid of revolution (see Fig. 5):Fig. 5. Recueil original, p. 410. Detail of the demonstration.The left-hand solid is not identified. But the right-hand part treats of two different solids,
linked by the word “Plus”: a solid generated by the revolution of a surface round the axis
Fig. 6. Recueil original, p. 410. Detail of the main demonstration.
512 D. DescotesAF, and a solid round the axis BC, which the mention “ ” indicates is equal to the
sum of rectangles.
In the following part of the demonstration (Fig. 6), which is not crossed out, the two
sides of the crossed-out part become two columns. It is set out thus:
This time, the two halves are clearly separated by pairs of slanted upright parallels.
Above each column is a heading indicating the object of the demonstration below. The sol-
ids are now clearly identified. The left-hand column is devoted to the solid generated by a
An unknown theorem by Pascal 513surface turning round the axis GH.8 The right-hand column is itself subdivided into two
parts separated by the word “Plus”: the left-hand one is devoted to the solid of the triline
(triligne) ABC turning round AF, and on the right, to a solid round BC which the manu-
script indicates is equal to a sum of rectangles BDE.9
Thus, in spite of its apparent disorder, the layout is complex but well organized, and done
according to the author’s usual techniques, with which readers of Pascal are familiar.
The two parallels columns are so disposed as to make visible the correspondence between
the successive parts of the two discourses, a disposition that can be seen for instance in the
Generation Conisectionum,10 or in a slightly different form in the Traité de la predestination
in Ecrits sur la grâce.11 The originality of our document, however, lies in the fact that
whereas both of the examples given above consist in the juxtaposition of comparable
arrays, we are dealing here with a real demonstration laid out in two parallel columns.
So far, Pascal’s published works give no indication that he made use of such a technique.
On the other hand, the long horizontal lines drawn on the right-hand side of the demon-
stration must not be confused with the shorter horizontal strokes in fractions or in ratios.
They find their equivalent in the Pensées, where they separate different fragments or differ-
ent statements.12 This can be easily checked in Folio 409, for instance, where fragments are
separated by horizontal or vertical lines. In the present text, broad strokes of the pen sep-
arate the different logical steps, that is to say, the transformation of symbolical expressions
deriving from a first expression,13 as can be checked below. Thanks to this horizontal orga-
nization of the page, which completes the vertical organization treated above, Pascal can
isolate the successive logical steps of the demonstration.
Another technique with which scholars of Pascal are familiar is his instant corrections
between the lines, done in the first flow of writing. This is not only a habit but an actual
method, as Yoichi Maeda has shown, the interlinear space being wittingly left broad
enough to allow the possibility of additions. In its upper part the manuscript of Folio
409 shows several such instances, but the reader wanting to investigate further can turn
to the classical examples in the original fragments of Imagination or of Disproportion de
l’homme.14 The kinship with our document is striking: in it are two cases of corrections
between the lines, both of crucial importance. At the right hand, for instance, after the addi-
tion sign, the words “à tous” have been crossed out, just before the rectangle; and in the8 The context enables us to check that this is a quadriline, which can be marked CBAECH. For
practical reasons, I replace the lower-case letters with capitals in my restoration, whereas I keep the
lower-case letters in my quotations.
9 As we shall see later, Pascal calls a rectangle constructed on two rectilinear segments BD and DE
rectangle BDE.
10 Pascal [1964–1992, II, p. 1119].
11 See the Rédaction élaborée de la partie centrale [3] in Pascal [1964–1992, III, pp. 792 sq.], a variant
of the Traité de la predestination. The layout in columns was made famous in the Jansenist polemic,
by the well-known Ecrit à trois colonnes: N. Lalane, L. Gorin de Saint-Amour, N. Manessier, L.
Angran, Distinction abrégée des cinq propositions qui regardent la matière de la grâce; sl., 1653, 11 p.
12 This is for instance the case in the manuscript of the fragment Laf. 308, Sel. 339, on the three
orders, in which the lines separate the poem’s successive verses.
13 I do not say that these large pen-strokes separate the successive stages of an equation’s
transformation, as this obviously is not the case. However, we proceed in similar fashion when we
use different lines for the different phases of a calculation.
14 Respectively Laf. 44, Sel. 78 and Laf. 199, Sel. 230.
Fig. 7. Recueil original, p. 410. Pascal’s correction of the calculation.
514 D. Descotesinterlinear space above, Pascal has written “à 2,” which means that the rectangles BDE
must be counted twice, and not just once (see Fig. 7).
The proof that these corrections can be considered as typical of a perfectly controlled tech-
nique is given by the few words preceding the second writing-out of the demonstration (Fig. 8).Fig. 8. Recueil original, p. 410. Explanation of the correction.Literally the text means that a ratio exists between the line GH and a solid generated by
the revolution of a triline round the axis AF. But this formula is meaningless: in geometry, a
line such as GH can have no proportion to the solid round AF. Obviously, we cannot sus-
pect the author of the opuscule De l’esprit géométrique of such a blunder. And sure enough,
the manuscript dispels any doubt: the four dots placed between the words “donc” and
“comme” indicate that Pascal is writing in abbreviated style, and that we must fill in the
gap by referring to the formula figuring in the crossed-out part just above (Fig. 9), of which
some is erased by deterioration of the paper:
In other words, the four dots stand for Donc, comme le solide tourné autour de gh. . .Gone is
the apparent incoherence; the ratio to be determined is that between two solids of revolution,
Fig. 9. Recueil original, p. 410. Crossed out words.
An unknown theorem by Pascal 515one round GH, the other round AF. Pascal avoided repeating himself by means of the four
dots, which refer to the words figuring just above.
But we can go yet further in the interpretation of Pascal’s writing methods as they appear
on this page. To this end, let us consider the two columns constituting the demonstration
(Fig. 10).Fig. 10. Recueil original, p. 410. Body of the demonstration.The object of this demonstration is easily identified, as soon as one spots that the two col-
umns, separated as they are by oblique parallel strokes, lead to the same expression, that is to say
Thus Pascal’s goal is to establish the equality of several solids generated by surfaces turning one
round the axis GH, the other round the axis AF, plus a third solid constructed on the rectangles
BDE.
This interpretation is confirmed by the double oblique strokes, which signify equality.15
One may remark that this same sign figures at the top of the page in the statement of the
theorem, where it serves an important purpose, which is to indicate the equality of segments
BG and AB in the figure (Fig. 11). This sign belongs to Pascal’s usual writing habits, as15 Cajori [1928–1929, p. 300].
Fig. 11. Symbol of equality.
516 D. Descotesattested by a remnant of calculus to be found on the back of a chit tagged onto page 295 of
the Recueil Original (Fig. 12).Fig. 12. Another example of Pascal’s symbol of equality.In other words, Pascal is proceeding in his own way to transform the expressions for the
two members of an equation, placed on either side of an equality sign, to arrive at an iden-
tical formula that shows the equality of the solids considered. To a certain extent, the layout
has kept the actual imprint of the analytical steps Pascal took to reach his idea.
But the way the expressions led through one to another, to either side of the oblique
strokes also deserves our attention. In the left-hand column, all the symbolical expressions
following the first one have been crossed out, and then half-erased. Although they are not
easy to decipher, one can make out that they just about correspond to the formulae in the
right-hand column, except that the order has been switched around, so that the succession
goes from top to bottom in the left-hand column, and from bottom to top in the right-hand
column, as can be seen in the restitution.
It seems likely that Pascal began by developing the expression at the top of the left-hand
column, thus:
The successive steps were the following:
An unknown theorem by Pascal 517There are two possibilities for the next stage. Either Pascal next developed the right-hand
side of the demonstration, and then erased in the left-hand column the part that was dou-
bled. Or else, he worked upwards in the right-hand column, picking up as he went the cor-
responding expressions in the left-hand one, after which he erased the redundancies in the
left-hand column. On both hypotheses, he obtains two parallel developments, which end up
both with the same expression, thus confirming the equality of the two compared terms.
What the present manuscript lays down once and for all is that the age-old reproof to
Pascal for not making use of symbols stems from a misunderstanding. True enough, the
Lettres de A. Dettonville are written in rhetorical style, without the use of a symbolical sys-
tem of the Cartesian sort. However, Folio 410 attests that Pascal does have at his disposal a
symbolical language, which we shall briefly describe.
Geometrical bodies are designated by lower-case letters, in a way that was common in his
day, but which could today lead to confusion: when Pascal writes “bde,” he does not mean
a triline, or a triangle the vertices of which would be the points B, D, and E, but a rectangle
constructed on two rectilinear segments BD and DE perpendicular to one another. The sign
h followed by several letters such as ade designates such a rectangle. These notations were
the common usage of this time.
To designate an undefined sum of terms, Pascal uses the symbol S followed by the term
“des” and the letters designating the summed terms. He also sometimes writes “tous les
ade.” Thus “S des ade,ade &” means “undefined sum of the rectangles ADE.”
Leibniz scholars will of course notice how very much alike are Pascal’s S and the
R
sym-
bol made famous by the inventor of differential and integral calculus. And if one bears in
mind how to Pascal the sum of the ADE is supposed to be multiplied by an infinitely small
portion, one realizes how close his notation is to that of Leibniz16 (see Fig. 13).Fig. 13. Pre-Leibnizian notation.In this text, it will be noticed that Pascal is careful to see to it that the summed portions
are always put down the same number of times: in the manuscript, the “gde,” the “ade,”
and the “abcde” are always put down twice, and in the only case where Pascal, probably
carried away by his pen, writes “ade” a third time, he crosses it out at once. This is probably
a precaution that Pascal deemed necessary, to avoid the mistakes that can occur when an
unwary geometer uses the method of indivisibles. Obviously enough, this precautionary
procedure does not appear in the final printed text.
We may remark that this notation system is the same as Pascal uses in an entirely differ-
ent context, that of the Pensées: the “&c” sign, equivalent to our “etc.,” is very frequent in
the Recueil Original. Pascal makes use of it when he enumerates an indefinite amount of16 See J. Mesnard’s remarks [Pascal, 1964–1992, IV, pp. 394–395]. Of course, the symbol
R
does not
mean that Pascal’s concept of sum is the same as Leibniz’s.
518 D. Descotesvaried terms, which he wants to express as being different aspects of a single essential real-
ity. Among the numerous instances of this usage, we shall quote the most significant. In
order to show that without “the divine knowledge” brought by the Revelation, mankind
can but “s’élever dans le sentiment intérieur qui leur reste de leur grandeur passée, ou
s’abattre dans la vue de leur faiblesse présente,” Pascal writes that “de là viennent les divers-
es sectes des stoïques et des épicuriens, des dogmatistes et des académiciens, etc.”17 without
mentioning all the others, which are only debased forms of the same. Similarly, after having
laid down the existence of “un certain modèle d’agrément et de beauté qui consiste en un
certain rapport entre notre nature faible ou forte telle qu’elle est et la chose qui nous plait,”
Pascal goes on to explain: “Tout ce qui est formé sur ce modèle nous agrée, soit maison,
chanson, discours, vers, prose, femme, oiseaux, rivières, arbres, chambres, habits etc.”18
The etc. sometimes occurs in two series of terms paired together in the same passage, such
as in this fragment: “Opinions du peuple saines. Etre brave n’est pas trop vain, car c’est
montrer qu’un grand nombre de gens travaillent pour soi. C’est montrer par ses cheveux
qu’on a un valet de chambre, un parfumeur, etc., par son rabat, le fil, le passement, etc.
Or ce n’est pas une simple superficie, ni un simple harnais d’avoir plusieurs bras.”19 The
indefinite aspect of such series appears even more obviously when the enumeration begins
after the “etc.”: “L’homme est visiblement fait pour penser. C’est toute sa dignité et tout
son mérite; et tout son devoir est de penser comme il faut. Or l’ordre de la pensée est de
commencer par soi, et par son auteur et sa fin. Or à quoi pense le monde ? jamais à cela,
mais à danser, à jouer du luth, à chanter, à faire des vers, à courir la bague etc. . . à se battre,
à se faire roi, sans penser à ce que c’est qu’être roi et qu’être homme.”20 In the Pensées, Pas-
cal often uses this device to attain a burlesque effect, by accumulating apparently heteroge-
neous terms, but of which he is stressing the identical function. The most well-known
example is the at once comical and fearful enumeration of all the things that Man, after
the fall of Adam, has wanted to make his own: “astres, ciel, terre, éléments, plantes, choux,
poireaux, animaux, insectes, veaux, serpents, fièvre, peste, guerre, famine, vices, adultère,
inceste,” “jusqu’à sa destruction propre,”21 although so contrary to God, to Reason, to
Nature. In the document under study, “etc.” has the same meaning: it indicates that the
multitude of “ade, ade” must be understood as indefinite (what we would call potential infi-
nite22), and that although those portions are different forms, they are all generated in the
same way, and occupy equivalent places in the series. In the figure, according to the method
of indivisibles, the rectangle (BDDE) constructed on the largest segment BD and the DE
situated the furthest to the left obviously cannot have the same aspect as the rectangle con-
structed on the second segment, BD. But both have in common, as we shall see lower, that
they are sections of the same solid, and also that both enter into one of those “undefined
sums” which the solids in the indivisibles are composed of.
Obviously, Pascal’s writing here is not symbolical in the sense that the algebraic writing
of Descartes is, for instance, and does not lend itself to the type of functional interpretation
that we can apply to the formulae of the Géométrie. However, the misunderstanding bears17 Laf. 208, Sel. 240.
18 Laf. 585, Sel. 486.
19 Laf. 95, Sel. 129.
20 Laf. 620, Sel. 513.
21 Laf. 148, Sel. 181. Although the “etc.” is not in the text, the spirit is much the same.
22 A clear explanation of what Pascal means by “multitude indéfinie de parties” is to be found in the
Traité des sinus du quart de cercle [Pascal 1964–1992, IV, pp. 479–480].
An unknown theorem by Pascal 519less on the actual existence of a symbolism than on its meaning and on its end. This may be
due to a narrow view of what a symbolical idiom really is, a view limiting the notations to
literal signs suitable for use in operatory manipulations. Pascal’s symbolism is not that of
an analyst; its aim is not to reduce a proposition to a formalised series of abstract signs
allowing different combinations strung together in Cartesian fashion, almost blindly one
could say. His symbolism is that of a writer, to whom the use of symbols is on one hand
a way of ensuring the solidity of his logical process during the composition, and on the
other hand a way to lay down a sturdy base for a clear, rigorous, and comprehensible devel-
oped version. In spite of their great conciseness, the expressions are thus suited to be
expanded into the fully elaborated final draft, of the type that can be found in the Lettres
de A. Dettonville, as we know them. Starting from the symbols “h gde” “h bde,” and “tous
les aged,” the final draft is within immediate reach: Pascal only needs to transcribe them
into “la somme des rectangles AG en DE” or “des rectangles GD en DE,” or where the
manuscript says “tous les ade, ade, ade, etc.,” to translate into “la somme des ADE,” or
“la somme de tous les ADE,” to produce a text in the purely rhetorical manner, rid of
all symbolical abbreviations, such as the Dettonville text.
We can end our study by concluding that far from being disorderly, the writing of the
text constitutes in its way the transition to a possible final draft. It is not merely sketched
out but has already reached an advanced stage. The very first word “Donc” lets us suppose
that it was part of a lost ensemble, the scope of which is impossible to evaluate.3. Mathematical study
We must now turn to the truly geometrical aspect of the document under study.
Partly amputated, the reasoning is difficult to follow. Although its right-hand is missing,
the theorem’s statement allows the assertion of two points. First, it provides us with an indi-
cation concerning the equalities of the segments in the figure: “bg || ba,” which is to say that
BG = BA; the point B marks the middle of AG, a point essential to the reasoning. It also
indicates that the text’s concern is the comparison of several geometrical bodies, each dif-
ferent, but each relative to the same triline. The figure (see Figs. 14 and 15) represents what
in the Lettres de A. Dettonville, Pascal calls a triline (triligne), meaning an area bounded by
two perpendicular straight lines and a monotonous curved line. This one has the sole spec-
ificity of being made with a concave curve, rather than a convex one, which does not change
much in the reasoning. The page under study is linked to the Lettres de A. Dettonville, not
only by the language of indivisibles, but also by the type of the objects under consideration:
Pascal devoted to trilines a treatise famous for having opened the way to integral calculus,
the Lettre à Carcavy, and the Traité des trilignes rectangles et de leurs onglets.23 Numerous
examples can be found in the plates of the Lettres de A. Dettonville, such as figure 4 of the
Lettre à Carcavy, shown as Fig. 16.
On this triline, denoted by the letters ABC, the letter A is on the far left, difficult to make
out, because it can only be seen through the glued paper. The letter C is to the vertical of B,
thereby making BC the axis of the triline. The triline’s base AB is divided at points D, from
which the perpendiculars DE determine the intersections E with the triline’s curve. Pascal23 For Pascal’s treatises concerning the roulette, I refer to J. Mesnard’s edition [Pascal, 1964–1992,
vol. IV, pp. 367sq]. Claude Merker’s book [Merker, 2001] is an excellent introduction to these
treatises. One may also refer to Descotes [2001].
Fig. 15. Edited diagram.
Fig. 14. Manuscript diagram of p. 410.
Fig. 16. Onglet in Dettonville.
520 D. Descotesdoesn’t actually mention that the portions DD are equal but in all likelihood he had it in
mind.24 The base AB is prolonged to G, from which is drawn the perpendicular.24 In the Lettres de A. Dettonville, the equality condition of the portions is not subject to exception.
Fig. 17. Solid of revolution.
An unknown theorem by Pascal 521The problems pertaining to the cycloid (roulette) contest which Pascal proposed to the
public in 1658 concerned solids of revolution rotating round the axis and the base con-
structed on cycloid-shaped trilines. For instance, let the triline CFA rotate around its axis
CF: a semisolid is generated, which Pascal calls le solide engendré par le triligne tourné
autour de son axe (see Fig. 17). The same triline rotated round its base AF would generate
a different solid.
As indicated in the first part, situated in the left-hand column, Pascal begins with the
solid of the triline ABC rotated round GH, parallel to the axis BC and perpendicular to
the prolongation BG of the triline’s base AB. A solid is thus generated that can be repre-
sented in the form in Fig. 18. This solid differs from the one we gave as an example above,Fig. 18. Solid of revolution used in the demonstration of Recueil original, p. 410.in that the triline ABC is not rotated around its own axis. Given that the axis BC of the
triline is separated from the axis of revolution GH by the distance BG, a cylinder with
BG as radius is formed, which can be added to the solid generated by the triline itself in
Fig. 19. Figure in Dettonville’s Traité des sommes.
Fig. 20. Solid of revolution in the Traité des sommes.
522 D. Descotesrotation round GH. Far from being an oddity, this problem is typical of Pascal, who has
considered such solids in the Traité des sommes simples, triangulaires et pyramidales in
the Lettres de A. Dettonville. We have an example in Figs. 19–21. The triline FAX is rotated
round its own axis AF, thereby generating the first solid; but when rotated round the par-
allel RS, it generates the second solid. The Traité des sommes lays down that the knowledge
of one encloses the knowledge of the other.
The way in which Pascal considers the solid in question needs to be explained, but it
immediately confirms how closely related our proposition is to the Lettres de A. Dettonville.
Pascal characterizes this solid in the following manner:
“Comme tous h gde, gde, gde &c.”
We can at once see on the figure what these rectangles GDE, or “GD en DE” as Dettonville
would say, are: they are constructed on the portions GD of the base GA, and on the heightsFig. 21. Another solid of revolution in the Traité des sommes.
Fig. 22. Dettonville’s double onglet.
Fig. 23. Dettonville’s double onglet and its solids of revolution.
An unknown theorem by Pascal 523drawn from the points D of BA. By la somme des rectangles GDE, in the language of indi-
visibles, is meant parallelipeds, constructed on a rectangle GDDE and an infinitely small
portion of the base AG. It is less easy, however, to see how this sum of rectangles GDE
can compose the solid generated by the revolution round the axis GH. In order to under-
stand this, we must once again turn to the Lettres de A. Dettonville. In the Lettre à Carcavy,
Pascal shows that a precise ratio exists between the solids of revolution of the trilines and
what he calls the onglets of these trilines.25 Let a triline CFA, if one has two planes CFM
and CFN passing by the axis CF and inclined at 45 in relation to CFA, one can construct a
solid which Pascal calls le double onglet du triligne sur son axe AF (see Figs. 22 and 23). All25 What Pascal calls an onglet is sometimes called a hoof. G. of Saint-Vincent uses the word ungula
cylindrica.
524 D. Descotesone has to do, to establish a relation between them, is to graft one onto the other, this dou-
ble onglet and the solids of revolution by making their common triline coincide.
The triangles ZMN, the piling up of which constitutes the double onglet and the semicir-
cles RYS that constitute the semisolid of revolution, are always in the same ratio, that of
radius YZ to the quarter-circumference, which is to say, written in our notation, (see





2  p  YZ2
¼ YZ1




The method of indivisibles tells us that since this proposition is true for all semicircles RYS
and triangles MYN; the two solids are in the same ratio. So if the double onglet is known,
then so is the semisolid.
In the Traité des trilignes, which follows the Lettre à Carcavy, Pascal makes use of his
method for the evaluation of the onglets. Basing himself on the fact that in the double ong-
let, the angles MZY and YZN each measure 45, and that the rectangular triangles MYZ
and NYZ are thus isosceles, and thus that
MY ¼ YN ¼ YZ;
he concludes that the same equality is true for all the triangles MZN.
As may be seen in the figure, in the language of indivisibles, the double onglet can be con-
sidered as being composed by the sum of the rectangles PMQY and YNRQ, that is to say,
to be precise, by the sum of these rectangles, each multiplied by a portion QQ of AF. The
double onglet is thus equal toX
ðMPQY þ YNRQÞ  QQ ¼
X
ðYQ  PQ þ YQ  QRÞ  QQ:
But by construction NQ = PQ = QR. The solid can thus be expressed in the form
P
(YQQF
+ YQQF)QQ. And each part-onglet CMAF et CNNAF can be considered asP(YQQF)QQ
and
P
(YQQF)QQ , which is to say, the sum of rectangles YZFQ.
Consequently, to know the sum of the rectangles in question is to know the volume of
the double onglet, and then also to know the volume of the solid rotated round the axis,
which is in a given ratio to the double onglet. If we now go back to the figure in our man-
uscript, we see that it is in this very way that Pascal considers the solid of revolution of the
triline ABC.
Fig. 25. Dettonville’s double onglet.
An unknown theorem by Pascal 525In order to know the semisolid of revolution, we must turn to its double onglet. By the same
reasoning, the double onglet of GAECM is equal to the sum of rectangles of which it is composed,
and which can be reduced to the sum of the rectangles GDDE, in other words “toush gde, gde,
gde &c.” And this double onglet leads us to the knowledge of the semisolid around GH, since all
we have to do is to graft one over the other, just as we did above (see Figs. 25 and 26).
Extra proof of our text’s high degree of elaboration is given by the fact that it only
becomes comprehensible when placed alongside the onglets theory in the Lettres de A. Det-
tonville. Of course, when writing this text, Pascal does not need to make explicit the tran-
sition from the solid of revolution to the double onglets, which we have somewhat
laboriously just restituted.
The problems posed by the right-hand columns are similar but more complex.Fig. 26. Double onglet used in the demonstration of Recueil original, p. 410.
526 D. DescotesAs we have seen on the manuscript, Pascal is treating not just one solid, but two, the sum of
which is proved to be equal to the sum of the rectangles GDDE. Which are these two solids?
The bad state of the manuscript does not make their identification an easy task. In fact, this is
where Pascal began by making a mistake, which he corrected by crossing out the first attempt
and starting afresh, as the reader can check by looking at the original manuscript.
The nature of these solids is better understood by starting the demonstration from the
bottom, working upward from formula to formula in the right-hand column. As we sug-
gested earlier in our study, this could well be the very way Pascal himself did it. He starts
from the sum obtained in the first stage, that is, “S des gde + gde etc.” As usual, this sum
must be understood as a sum of rectangles:
(GDDE)DD + (GDDE)DD +   .
Or, more concisely
P
(GDDE). He puts this sum through the following translations:
P
(GDDE) =P([GB + BD]DE)
As GB = AB by construction:
P
(GDDE) =P[(AB + BD)DE]
P
(GDDE) =P[ (ABDE) + (BDDE)]
P
(GDDE) =P[((AD + DB)DE) + (BDDE)]
P
(GDDE) =P[(ADDE) + (DBDE) + (BDDE)]
P
(GDDE) =P[(ADDE) + 2 (DBDE)],
or as Pascal writes,
P
(GDDE) =P[(ADE) + 2 (DBDE)] (see Fig. 27).The manuscript’s aspect shows that Pascal had some trouble working this problem out,
and that he made several attempts and corrections. The flurried writing and amount of
crossing-out probably go to explain why some points remain obscure.
First difficulty: at the beginning of the demonstration, the manuscript bears the following text:
But “autour de be” can only be a slip of the pen. As we may check on the figure, there is no such
thing as the segment BE which could serve as axis for revolution. It must be a lapsus calami, a sort
of jump from the bde just below. And if we look at the crossed-out part just above, we see that in
the first draft, Pascal did write BC (Fig. 28).
The second difficulty is that Pascal does not seem at first to have seen that the solids gen-
erated by revolution round BC must be taken twice, since he twice had to add “a 2.”
Fig. 27. Double onglet and its solid of revolution in the demonstration of Recueil original, p. 410.
Fig. 28. Main demonstration in Recueil original, p. 410.
An unknown theorem by Pascal 527In all likelihood, this point can be linked to another weird trait of our manuscript. We
may indeed read a little lower (Fig. 29):Fig. 29. Crossed-out text.
Fig. 30. Ambiguity in the demonstration of Recueil original, p. 410.
528 D. DescotesIt is the only time in our document when two lines of symbolical characters are written
between two horizontal lines. Here again, the line
aged + aged &c.
can be regarded as a lapsus, corrected in the line above
abde + abde &c.
Indeed, the reasoning is only correct if it concerns the segments AB, and not the AG. Only
the portions ABDE can be decomposed into parts (ADDE) and (BDDE), as is the case in
the preceding line:
S des ade, ade & + bde + bde& + bde + b.
But the difficulty is perhaps solved quite simply by the fact that we are dealing with two
constant magnitudes, AG being the double of AB by construction, so that any rectangle
(ADDE) is double of the corresponding rectangle (ABDE), and therefore the sumP
(ADDE) is also double of P(ABDE). What is surprising is that Pascal did not cross
this line out.
However that may be, he obviously tried to be precise and to avoid any confusion as to
the number of times the bde had to be counted, that is to say the portions (BDDE),26 the
proof being, as noted above, that he made a point of indicating it when decomposing, as we
can stress by adding square brackets:
S des ade, ade &c + [bde + bde &c] + [bde + b. . .].
This detail may allow us to grasp a point that would otherwise seem difficult to interpret:
the lines and dots that underline the term ade in the first line of the column (see Fig. 30). It is
indeed essential to the reasoning, as written out here, that the term ade should only feature
twice in the equality, just as the term gde only appeared twice in the left-hand column. But
one sees on the manuscript that Pascal had at first written ade three times running, and that
he immediately corrected himself by crossing out the third ade. The horizontal stroke and
the dotted line that underline the two “ade” could very well be what remains of a check
made as he wrote of the number of times that each term (the “ade,” but also the “abde”
and “bde”) figured in each section. This hypothesis has the advantage of linking up the var-
ious traces of hesitation that may be seen on the manuscript, but this is merely a hypothesis.26 The transcription of the calculations shows that the portions “bde” appear a first time in the
decomposition of the (GDDE)s into (ABDE) and (BDDE), then a second time in the
decomposition of the (ABDE)s into (ADDE) and (BDDE). As Pascal has made sure that all
the terms of his expressions should feature twice, we naturally finish up with two groups of two
“bde” each.
Fig. 31. Underlined parts in Recueil original, p. 410.
An unknown theorem by Pascal 529However one considers the matter, the right-hand column propounds two sums, that of
the “ade” and that of the “h bde,” each of which generates a solid. But what does each
represent? In order to understand, one must go back to the onglets theory, on which hinges
the entire reasoning process.
Let us start by interpreting the expression S 2 (BDDE). It is not difficult to construct,
with the help of the initial figure: it is the double onglet of the triline AB round the axis
BC. Indeed, the product (BDDE) generates a rectangle that is equal to the rectangle
BDDL, and the sum of all the rectangles (DLDE) generates an onglet that has BC for axis.
To say that the sum of these rectangles is counted twice is to say that what we have here is a
double onglet. And from here, it is easy to move on, as in the preceding instances, to the
semisolid of revolution round BC. As we saw above, it is by a mere lapsus due to the prox-
imity of the term BDE that the manuscript says “2 fois le solide autour de BE”; BE being a
rectangle, it cannot be taken as axis of revolution, whereas the axis BC of the triline’s dou-
ble onglet is also the axis of the semisolid of revolution of this very triline (see Fig. 31).
It remains to be seen what the sum of the ADE represents. It is difficult to see what rela-
tion there can be between this sum and the solid of revolution of the triline around AF,
which has the following aspect; it is a new solid that looks entirely different from the pre-
ceding ones. This time, the axis of revolution AF does not limit the figure, which only coin-
cides with it at point A (see Fig. 32).
To determine what ratio there can be between this solid and the sum of rectangles
(ADDE),27 we must once again turn to the onglets (see Fig. 33). Of course, the onglet’sFig. 32. Onglet used in the Recueil original, p. 410.
27 Neither could it be considered a sum of the trilines ADE.
Fig. 33. Solid of revolution used in the Recueil original, p. 410.
530 D. Descotesstructure looks as unusual as that of the solid itself: it also coincides with its axis at point A
only. However, we may observe that similarly the onglet is composed of the rectangles
EDDL, in which each DL is equal to the corresponding DA. It may therefore be consid-
ered as
P
(DLDE), or as P(DADE).
And consequently, as before, always keeping to the precepts formulated in the Lettre à Car-
cavy, when we know the sum of the (DEDL), or of the (DEDA), we know the solid of revolu-
tion around the axis AF. We may, however, shy a little from jumping to such a conclusion, as
the present case is visibly different from the preceding ones. Indeed, let us graft this double
onglet onto the semisolid. The sections in common drawn parallel to the base of the semisolids
will not be at all the same as in an ordinary onglet: in this double onglet they will not be trian-
gles, but trapezia; and in the solids of revolution, the semicircles will be rings (Figs. 34 and 35).
Do the ratios set down by Pascal in the Lettre à Carcavy still hold in such conditions?
Pascal is silent on this issue, probably because he has treated this problem in a previous
proposition we have no knowledge of; but he shows no hesitation whatever. He thereforeFig. 34. Another onglet used in the Recueil original, p. 410.
Fig. 35. The same onglet used in the Recueil original, p. 410.
Fig. 36. Solids of revolution used in the Recueil original, p. 410.
An unknown theorem by Pascal 531leaves it to us to check that the ratio between the two sections, that is to say, according to
the rule of indivisibles, the ratio between the two solids, is always the same as between “the
radius and one quarter of the circumference.” That is on one hand a trapezium QRYX, on
the other hand a semicircular ring TVEWUP. It is easy to show that the proportion is the
same as in the case of ordinary onglets. Consequently, the double onglet does lead to the
knowledge of the semisolid round AF (see Figs. 36 and 37):Fig. 37. Horizontal section of the preceding figures.
532 D. DescotesTrapeze
Anneau
¼ QSR  XYS
TPUWEV  VEWS ¼
PS2  ES2
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This demonstration, as we may remark in passing, was necessary to establish that for the
three terms of the equality as demonstrated by Pascal, the ratio of the double onglet to the
semisolid is always equal, and that therefore the equation is homogeneous.
Pascal has thus established an equality between the solid of GHEA round GH and two
other solids, that of the triline ABC rotated round BC, and of the triline ABC round AF,
each making use of the respective double onglet.
Of what came before, and what came after this proposition, we know nothing. What was
its purpose, what sort of problem was it meant to solve? It certainly is not the truncated
statement of the final lemma that can inform us. So we must resign ourselves to an igno-
rance that might very well be definitive.4. Conclusions
We have reached the end of our study and several conclusions must be drawn.
The fact that we had to turn so frequently to the Lettres de A. Dettonville proves that this
proposition is not an isolated fragment in Pascal’s work. As we reconstituted it, the dem-
onstration referred us to at least three well-known opuscula, the Lettres à Carcavy, the
Traité des trilignes rectangles et de leurs onglets, and the Traité des sommes simples, trian-
gulaires et pyramidales. The most striking thing is that Pascal treats here of a case that does
not feature anywhere in his published treatises, the case of the double onglet, the axis of
which is reduced to a single point. Our document does not only inform us as to how Pascal
goes about his geometrical work, but also reminds us that he was far from publishing all he
had in stock. It has often been remarked that the Lettres de A. Dettonville only provide the
propositions that pertain to the problems featuring in the contest. Pascal keeps to himself
all but the strictly necessary. Concerning his méthode des centres de gravité, he could have
said what he wrote of the consequences of the Triangle arithmétique: “multas alias propo-
sitiones dare potuissem, sed necessarias solummodo exposui.”28 Huygens’s Journal tells us
that Pascal had pursued his research in physics far beyond the conclusions he formulated in
the Traités de l’équilibre des liqueurs et de la masse de l’air.29 Similarly, our document is
proof that many an invention stayed locked up in his desk, of which we have caught here
a mere glimpse. But above all, the case we have treated testifies to how fruitful collaboration
between historians of science and literary historians can be.
Let us return a moment to the material aspect of the paper. As we remarked earlier on,
the front side of the page (folio 409 of the Recueil Original) is devoted to polemical notes
against the Jesuits; and we are just about sure that the demonstration on the back of the
page (folio 410) is earlier than the notes. But at what period were the notes written? On this
issue the page itself gives no precise indication, and we have also seen that Pol Ernst’s work
sheds no light on the matter. What we do know is that among the manuscript papers, those
relating to the Provinciales polemic are the oldest. And as regards Pascal himself, the anti-
Jesuit polemic started at the end of February 1656 with the fifth Provinciale, and only came
to an end in late July 1658, when he wrote the Sixième écrit des curés de Paris. But we must28 Triangulus arithmeticus [Pascal 1964–1992, II, p. 1195]. “I could have given many other
propositions, but I have only exposed the necessary ones.”
29 See Pascal [1964–1992, I, pp. 498 sq.].
An unknown theorem by Pascal 533also take into consideration his habit of a posteriori thoughts on events past, which prevents
us from fixing a terminus ad quem with any certainty.
By using comparisons between the Pensées fragments provided by the manuscript30 and
other polemical writings by Pascal, we can suggest late 1657 or early 1658. The remark that
“la foule des casuistes” is a “sujet de gémissement pour l’église” does seem to correspond
with some of the ideas propounded in the Premier écrit des curés de Paris of January 1658.
Similarly, the sentences “Il est indifférent au cur de l’homme de croire 3 ou 4 personnes
en la Trinité, mais non pas etc. Et de là vient qu’ils s’échauffent pour soutenir l’un et non
pas l’autre” can be compared with Wendrock’s note on the fourteenth Provinciale, which
explains that the original sin having affected Man’s will more than his understanding, “il
a plus d’opposition pour les vérités qui regardent les murs, et en juge moins sainement
que de celles qui regardent la foi” and therefore “Si l’esprit ne comprend pas les mystères
de la foi, au moins ne les hait-il pas. Mais il a de l’éloignement et de l’aversion pour les
préceptes moraux qui lui commandent démettre un frein à ses passions. C’est pourquoi
on persuadera bien plutôt à un chinois ou à un américain qu’il n’y a qu’un seul Dieu,
que de renoncer à la pluralité des femmes, ou de réprimer les mouvements de la
vengeance.”31 Pascal is applying this principle to the casuists and Jesuits by showing
how their keen defence of the dogma of the Trinity is an alibi to hide their moral laxity,
from their own eyes and from those of others. The annotated Latin translation by
Nicole-Wendrock was published in the spring of 1658. However, the similarities are not
conclusive.
On the other hand, the note foreseeing a “Lettre des établissements violents des jésuites
partout” would seem to push back to a period prior to the Ecrits pour les curés de Paris, to
that of the Provinciales, more exactly to the letters devoted to morals and to the Casuists,
that is to say the period spanning from March 1656 to March 1657. Pascal alludes to the
violent doings of the Jesuits at the end of the XVIth Provinciale, which dates back to
December 1656. The most significant indication is given by the word “letter”: the last letter
he wrote, the XVIIIth Provinciale, is dated 24th March 1657. If the projected XIXth letter
really dates from the day after the disbanding of the Assemblée du Clergé, as Louis Cognet
supposes, we can go as far as the end of May 1657.32 But after that, Pascal does not seem to
have planned any more letters against the Jesuits.
While these similitudes can in no way provide an exact dating, they can suggest a likely
chronological span. And of course, since the geometrical part of the document is prior to
the anti-Jesuit notes, it must also be prior to the last Provinciales. The end of 1656, or
the first term of 1657? We cannot safely affirm a hard and fast date.
Pascal’s correspondence with Sluse begins only in early April 1658, and the roulette con-
test opened end of June 1658. It does seem probable that the finalizing of the basic aspects
of the onglets method used by Pascal in the Lettres de A. Dettonville does not date from just
before the circulars of June 1658. He would not have proposed his famous problems to the
geometers of Europe without having previously fully mastered his highly elaborate theory30 Laf. 965–966, Sel. 799. See the presentation of the document.
31 I quote the French from Pascal and Wendrock [1700, Note sur la quatorzième lettre, section
première, § 1, t. 2, pp. 296–298]. The Latin text of the edition figures on Pascal and Wendrock [1658,
pp. 374–375].
32 [Pascal, 1983, p. 381]. The text is from C2, f 555. It figures in the Sellier edition under the n 747.
534 D. Descotesof the onglets and triline semisolids as it features in the last part of the Lettre à Carcavy.33 If
it is true, as stressed by J. Mesnard, that the roulette treatises were very quickly written, they
were preceded by years of reflection on the method’s principles.
However, nothing in our document goes to prove that when we made the demonstration
we have analyzed here, Pascal had already proceeded to the systematic application of arith-
metic to geometry, which is the substance of his méthode des centres de gravité in the Lettres
de A. Dettonville. And the reader of the roulette treatises can’t fail to spot that the sommes
triangulaires et pyramidales are totally absent from our document, in which the reasoning
process is of an entirely geometrical nature. Can we conclude from this that Pascal first
worked out his method geometrically, before being able to give it its arithmetical form?
This would again take us beyond the limits of our knowledge, because we know that long
before, since the time of the Potestatum numericarum summa, Pascal had considered pro-
ceeding by means of this sort. But we have no proof that he had already thought of apply-
ing his methods to the roulette.
Our document is the only one allowing a glimpse of Pascal the geometer at work, and of
this we must be grateful. Unfortunately, it does not take us to the heart of his secret methods.
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